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President’s Message
STARtech16
Shelly Hunter

As I said at the outset of this year, it is my belief that what STAR
provides is a platform for our members to be successful. Of
course, the basic ingredients for success are simple. As a matter
of fact, these are the same in all industries. They are education,
communication, transparency, and let’s not forget a can-do
attitude and time for a little stress relief. I think we can all mix up
our own recipe that works with our personal lifestyle, but STAR’s
goal is to deliver some key ingredients for your recipe.
Is it time to work on your recipe for success? I know you have received the
promotions and emails, but let me personally invite you to attend STARtech16
which will be presented jointly with our friends at the Illinois Court Reporters
Association. STARtech16 will be held at the historic and beautiful Drake Hotel in
Chicago on March 11th through 13th, 2016. Through the work of our
committee members, STAR has designed a program that addresses all the key
ingredients to a successful professional life.
First let’s talk about attitude and transparency. My fellow Coloradan Joyce
Martin led the reporting team for the criminal trial that followed the tragic 2012
shooting in the movie theater in Aurora, Colorado. She will share with
STARtech16 attendees the many challenges her team faced with the constant
media attention in this high profile and emotional case.
Are you looking for ways to communicate better with your clients and
colleagues? Do you want to gain the confidence you need to get the job you
want? Nancy Varallo and Rob Deziel will lead an interactive session to help
you create your own from-the-heart message so you can take advantage of
“everyday” sales opportunities.

In every recipe for success there should be an abundant amount of education,
and STARtech16 offers that with trainer extraordinaire Pam Szczecinski who will
be leading not just one but FIVE Case CATalyst training seminars.
Panel discussions are always so informative, and I am honored to moderate a
panel of high-tech consumers that will be sharing their insights into how our
services complement their trial preparation and presentation. If you have ever
wondered how they choose their provider, what technologies they find most
valuable, come to this informative session.
Is it time to embrace electronic exhibits and picture-in-picture video for your
business? Do you need to invest in a new server or are you considering the
cloud? We have two separate sessions with a panel of experts to educate you
on these new technologies as well.
Obviously one of the top reasons to be a STAR member is the networking
opportunities, and with that always comes camaraderie and laughter, a great
stress relief. Well, Friday afternoon we can all kick back with a cocktail and
enjoy the casual TED Talks-style session. Stenograph will share embarrassing
service calls, where-are-they-now stories, email/Smartphone tips, engineering
developments and more. After that we move on to the welcome dinner with
our vendors.
And last but not least, stroll the red carpet to sparkle with Host Irv Starkman, the
heart and soul of STAR, in the STAR Lounge. This party is always well attended,
and there is an open bar, piano, and great conversation.
In closing, I want to thank the STARtech16 committee, Nancy Bistany, Melanie
Humphrey-Sonntag and Christine Randall, for their suggestions and ideas, and I
also want to thank the amazing staff at Kautter Wenhold Management who
continue to make our ideas come to life.
See you in Chicago!

A Message from the Editor
Christine Randall
As STAR looks to the future and strives to meet the needs of
our members – and these are, of course, some of the
brightest, smartest, and busiest reporting professionals in the
industry -- it is obvious that our members need the STAR
newsletter, STARdotSTAR, delivered more often and in an
easy-to-read format. STARdotSTAR will now be delivered
every other month and will continue to include information
regarding STAR events, Stenograph’s newest products and
offerings, steno tips and tricks, technology and social media
trends, and helpful links to the STAR website.
Do you have an article to share or a request? Please contact me at
christine@woodrandall.com.

The Blog: Passé or (Still) Powerful
Angie Ballman Punton
Not that many years ago, no one even knew what a blog
was. Today, as per WordPress.com, bloggers produce about
56 million new posts each month. On their site alone.
Cyberspace is saturated with blogs on any and every topic
imaginable. With so much content out there already, does it
really make sense to start or continue to maintain a blog for
your business? Absolutely, positively YES! Here’s why.
•

Blogs are still SEO gold.
While search engine algorithms constantly change, the fact remains that
consistently adding fresh and relevant content to your website is key to
clients finding you online. I am told there was a time when people used

this thing called a phone book to find what they were looking for…and
apparently these phone book ads were extremely expensive. Think of
blogs as free ads in today’s version of the phone book. So if blogs are still
an effective way to bring new clients to the door, and they essentially
cost nothing, why then doesn’t every business blog? It takes time and it
takes effort. So start with baby steps. Just start! Blogs don’t have to be
super long or complicated. They can simply be your thoughts, your ideas,
your opinions, your visions. Start by thinking of topics that 1) are related
to your business; 2) would be of interest, hopefully to your clients; 3) you
know a little something about. Then pick one and write two short
paragraphs about it. Rinse and repeat. And don’t be shy about asking
others on your team for their contributions. Different voices provide a
spectrum of perspectives and new ideas… and serve to help ease the
blog workload. When you understand how search engines find websites,
you understand that blogs are still powerful!
•

Blogs help position you as an expert in your field.
They just do. So if you consider yourself an expert in the court reporting
industry, why not make that fact known to others? Consider what
happens when people see you as an expert. Use your blog as a platform
to assert your expertise in front of your friends, your peers, your client
base… and the world. With the internet, you just never know what will
pick up traction. We see things “go viral” all the time. And even if you
don’t channel Adele and get a billion views within weeks of posting your
blog, a little traction can go a long way. Example: My firm’s November
blog was re-posted on Stenograph’s Facebook page, instantly exposing
the content to an additional 6,000+ folks in our industry. When is the last
time you said something that six thousand people might hear? Yes, blogs
are still powerful.

•

Blogs are free marketing.
Think of all the ways you’re getting your name and brand out in front of
your clients and potential clients. Let’s see, there are Bar sponsorships,
donations, networking events, taking people to lunch, happy hour,
dinner, breakfast, coffee, sporting events; there’s promotional items, print
and online advertisements. Of course, there are salespeople. None of

these are free. You already are paying for a website; therefore, you
have everything you need to start generating free quality marketing
content… and all for the low monthly price of $0. Need I say more than
BLOGS ARE STILL POWERFUL!
The good news? It’s never too late to start a blog… or to pick up where you
left off. Carpe Diem!

What’s Being Said About the LuminexTM
Introduced in July of 2015, the Luminex has
quickly become the favorite of the court
reporting community. With well over 1,000 writers
sold in its short time on the market, the Luminex
is poised to become Stenograph’s most popular
writer in company history. Take a look below at a small sample of what your
colleagues are saying about it!
Linda Gail Kazdin
“I just got it yesterday. I had gone from the Stentura to the D and the D was
nice but I have to say that the L is awesome. The touch of the keys is amazing.
This will be my last machine (I hope) I will ever use.”
Jim Moyer
“Well, she arrived early on the delivery day, Wednesday. She sailed out on her
maiden voyage yesterday on a three-hour storm of VOPs. What a great little
machine! I’m lovin’ it so far. Finally SG got the mounting of the number bar
right. The Miras were a mess with this. I had to adjust mine with a socket set
when I first got it. There was no adjusting to the stroking depth or key sensitivity
that would do the trick. I’m sure we all remember the # signs in our notes! I also
had to manually adjust many other machines for coworkers to remedy this
problem. I use the number bar all the time. If I want a cardinal number, I write
a cardinal number. If I want numbers in words, I write them in words. I also use
it for speaker IDs. The Luminex was dead on every time. Nice! Cheers!”

Allie Hall
“I’ve been using this machine for about six weeks and I’m writing cleaner than I
ever have been. I’ve only had to adjust one key. This week was the first time
ever in my career that I was able to run a spellcheck and send my job to the
proofer immediately after trial. If you’re on the fence, take the plunge
already.”
Taylor Ninivaggi
“Got my Luminex Tuesday night, used it today in class, and passed my exit 225!
It was meant to be!”
Susan Katz
“I came from the Stentura 8000LX – my Luminex is a dream machine. I am not
a techy person and I came from the Stentura, which is like coming from a
horse and buggy to a jetliner. What can I say (lol)?!!?”
Sandra Gravelle Smith
“I feel like I went from the old Smith Corona Manual typewriter to the new sleek
IBM Selectric. Used the L for my 3 hour news block this morning…I’M IN LOVE!
The touch is awesome!! No splitting, no stacking. A nice short stroke.
Wooooooooo!”
Jo Ann Bryce
“I have had mine for about a week and have had absolutely no stacking, and
I have it on my shallowest stroke. I found on my Diamante that I could not
have the stroke very shallow or I would get too much stacking and splitting.
With the deeper stroke, it was cut down considerably, but that defeated the
whole purpose of the Diamante for me. However, I did love my Diamante but
so far I really love my Luminex.”
Jill Abby Normale Suttenberg
“Today’s job ends, Athena (Lumi) is under the conference room table. I’m busy
getting the order sheet signed when I heard THUD. Yes, Athena is on the
ground. The interpreter is so apologetic, oh my god, did I do that? Is it okay?
Does it work? I pick her up. Still hooked up to the laptop and she works. She’s

got a scuff mark on the side, but otherwise, none the worse for wear. Thank
you, Stenograph, for making a product that stands up to be being knocked
down.”
To write your own success story about the Luminex, please visit
www.stenograph.com. While you’re there, check out the Visualizer to custom
design your Luminex. To speak with a member of Stenograph’s sales team
about current Luminex special offers, call (800) 323-4247.

Talk Steno to Me
Donna Urlaub
LET’S DEAL WITH THESE PESKY “ello” WORDS
hello HEBL; fellow FEBL; yellow YEBL; pillow PIBL; wallow WABL; jello JEBL; cello
KHEBL; swallow SWABL; mellow MEBL
SOME WORDS FROM A CLASS ACTION DAMAGES EXPERT I
JUST REPORTED
Hopefully you can mine a few out of this list that would
work for you. I operate on the principle that I don’t know
what you don’t know, and, considering that at one time I
wrote consumer KON/SAOUM/ER, then SKAOUM/ER, then
SKAOURM, maybe you’re having the same journey.
consumer SKAOURM
equitable KWIBL
eligible JIBL
consulting SKULG
review RAOEF
customer KMER
design STKAOEUN
assessment SEFMT
potential POERBL

potentially PAOERBL
expert SPERT
expertise SPRAETS
warranty WAERNT
issue IRB
dashboard DORD
divide DWAOEUD
defect DWEK
defective DWEF
dealership DLIP
forensic FRIK
adjustment JAUFMT
value VAU
valuation VAUGS
evaluation VAOUGS
obvious OUB
obviously OUBL
manifest M-FT
manifestation M-FGS
litigation LIGS
measured MURD
hypothetical HAOEUPT
category GOER
necessarily NEFL
perspective PREKT
ingredient GRAENT
advocate VOEKT
advocacy VOEKS
your report URPT
in your report NURPT
is your report SURPT
class action KLAKS
auto AO
automobile AOBL
General Motors JOERTS

The word “owner” came up a lot, which I fear a lot of you might still be writing
OEN/ER. Bad enough that this is two strokes, it also causes word boundary
problems. I strive to not “waste” the left side of the keyboard when writing a
word beginning with a vowel. Hence, error ROER, alley LAEL, artery RAERT,
ordered ROERD, owner ROERN. Tucking the end of the word in the beginning
saves a stroke.
A phrase that came up over and over: curable functional obsolescence. I
started with KAOUR/ABL FUNGS/AL OBS/LEFNS (the F for S is so useful, and in the
early days I would have written OB/SO/LES/SENS). Of course, they were talking
at warp speed, and it’s challenging to condense it down while words are flying
everywhere. But the first and most obvious was KAOUR/ABL to KAOURBL, then
FOBS for functional obsolescence. Later, I blended it to KROBS. Easy peasy!
And so much fun to write one stroke instead of six, seven, or eight. But the trick
is to identify the repeated phrases and think of a strategy.
Do you have a steno brief you would like to share? Contact Donna at
donna@urlaubbowen.com.

